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Avatar (Cert 12A)  (Cert 12A)  (Cert 12A)  (Cert 12A)     
Reel Issues author: Simon Carver Simon Carver Simon Carver Simon Carver    

Overview: An epic story of interplanetary exploration  An epic story of interplanetary exploration  An epic story of interplanetary exploration  An epic story of interplanetary exploration 

and the consequent effects on the humans and aliens and the consequent effects on the humans and aliens and the consequent effects on the humans and aliens and the consequent effects on the humans and aliens 

involved. involved. involved. involved.     

Director:    James Cameron (2009) James Cameron (2009) James Cameron (2009) James Cameron (2009)     

Producer:    Lightstorm Entertainment/20th Century Lightstorm Entertainment/20th Century Lightstorm Entertainment/20th Century Lightstorm Entertainment/20th Century 

Fox Fox Fox Fox     

Length: 162 mins  162 mins  162 mins  162 mins     

Cautions: Contains moderate violence and intense  Contains moderate violence and intense  Contains moderate violence and intense  Contains moderate violence and intense 

battle scenes. battle scenes. battle scenes. battle scenes.     

THE FILM  

It is 2154 and a mining corporation has established a 

base on Pandora, a moon of the plant Polyphemus in 

the Alpha Centauri system. The corporation is there to 

exploit Pandora’s rich supply of Unobtanium, a 

valuable source of energy. Marines are employed as 

security, because Pandora is inhabited by tall blue-

skinned creatures – the Na’vi – who are resistant to 

their land being plundered. Alongside the aggressive 

tactics of Parker Selfridge (Giovanni Ribisi), the head 

of the mining operation, and of Colonel Miles Quaritch 

(Stephen Lang), the leader of the security forces, a 

scientific experiment is in progress which might win 

the hearts and minds of the Na’vi and so also win their 

precious minerals. 

The leader of the scientific project is Grace Augustine 

(Sigourney Weaver) who has developed human/Na’vi 

hybrids. These ‘avatars’, which are Na’vi in appearance 

but driven by human operators, have made contact 

and built relationships with the indigenous Na’vi. But 

the progress is not fast enough for the mining 

company’s management. Into this situation comes 

Jake Sully (Sam Worthington), a paraplegic marine, 

who is the only possible, although not ideal, 

replacement for his murdered twin brother as no one 

else would be able to connect with his avatar. Dr 

Augustine is concerned about his lack of training and 

negligible science background, but she has no choice 

but to go with Jake. But Jake adapts to the task better 

than expected … 

FIRST REACTIONS  

Avatar was a long time in gestation. A first script 

outline was written in 1994 and it has taken 15 years 

for film-making technology to catch up with James 

Cameron’s initial vision.  

• Avatar is certainly visually stunning but how 

effective are the 3D effects in drawing the viewer 

into the computer-generated world of Pandora? 

• The narrative dictates that live action and CGI are 

on screen at the same time. Are they so well-

integrated that we can believe that the Na’vi and 

the humans are both really there? 

• While the technical wizardry is ‘state of the art’, 

does the work put into characterisation compare? 

INTERACTIONS  

Martin Luther wrote about the two realms – secular 

and spiritual. Avatar presents us with two such 

contrasts: the ‘secular’ world of the mining company – 

where money is the driving force – and the ‘spiritual’ 

world of the Na’vi, who have an understanding that all 

life is spiritually connected through their god, Eywa. 

There is also a contrast between the world in which 

Jake Sully is a paraplegic in a wheelchair and another 

in which he can run and jump and ride on the backs of 

fantastic creatures. 

• Read Luke 16:1Read Luke 16:1Read Luke 16:1Read Luke 16:1––––12.12.12.12. The majority of the humans in 

Avatar were unable to understand the spiritual 

world-view of the Na’vi. The humans’ secularism 

went hand-in-hand with the driving force of 
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capitalism. In this parable Jesus appears to be 

affirming the power of material wealth to achieve 

one’s ends. In our world, can capitalism and 

spirituality co-exist? 

• Read I Corinthians 15:35Read I Corinthians 15:35Read I Corinthians 15:35Read I Corinthians 15:35––––53.53.53.53. Paul writes to the 

Christians in Corinth about the continuities and 

discontinuities between this life and the next, using 

the picture of a plant and its seed.  

• What might Paul have had to say if he had 

known about the continuity of DNA? Does 

Jake Sully’s experience as a Na’vi avatar 

have anything to say to us about the 

difference between earthly and heavenly 

bodies?  

• Might a person who experiences disablement in 

this life experience a differently-abled heavenly 

body, or is disablement intrinsic to who we are? 

• Read GeneRead GeneRead GeneRead Genesis 1:28sis 1:28sis 1:28sis 1:28––––30303030. ‘Some rich men came and 

raped the land,/Nobody caught 'em’ (The Eagles 

‘The Last Resort’) 

• How do you think we should interpret God’s 

command that human beings are to 

‘subdue’ the land and ‘rule over’ the animal 

world? 

• Do these verses suggest that God preferred 

intention for humankind is a vegetarian 

lifestyle? 

• The Na’vi’s relationship with creation was very 

different from that of the mining company. Does 

the mining company represent a Western lifestyle 

based on continuing consumption of resources? If 

so, how consistent is this lifestyle it with the 

pattern of stewardship presented in Genesis? 

• How do we balance our wish to maintain a 

relatively high standard of living (in global terms) 

with a desire to follow ethical methods of food 

production, responsible mineral extraction and fuel 

production and a fair division of the all the earth’s 

resources? 

CLIP TO DISCUSS  

Chapter 20, 1.21.14-1.24.42 (approx 3½ 

 minutes) 

 

As Jake Sully, through his avatar, becomes more 

immersed in the Na’vi’s world, the tension between his 

feelings for Princess Neytiri and, by extension, her 

people and his loyalty to Colonel Quaritch and the 

mining company come to a head. When the mining 

company’s bulldozer threatens to destroy the Na’vi’s 

Tree of Voices, Sully climbs on to the machine and 

disables the cameras that enable the operators to pilot 

it.  

• In the House of Commons when an MP changes 

party allegiance it is called ‘crossing the floor’. It is 

not uncommon for the MP to be treated with 

suspicion by both sides. The Bible says that a 

person cannot serve God and money (Matthew 

6.24). Is it ever possible to be loyal to competing 

causes? 

• Have there been times in your life when it has been 

necessary to ‘nail your colours to the mast’? 

OTHER ANGLES TO TALK ABOUT  

• Read Luke 16:19Read Luke 16:19Read Luke 16:19Read Luke 16:19––––31.31.31.31. A game that can be played 

after watching Avatar is to add up the number of 

stories from which Cameron has borrowed in 

writing his screenplay. Does it matter that the story 

that a film tells is unoriginal? Would it matter if 

this parable that Jesus told was his own ‘spin’ on a 

traditional fable? 
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• The conflict between the mining company and the 

Na’vi could be seen to represent any number of 

real-life conflicts between people with different 

world-views: e.g. the conquest of North America, 

Africa and Australasia by European settlers, the 

Vietnam War and the ‘War on Terror’. Is film a 

good medium for encouraging reflection on 

situations in real life? Has this film helped to make 

you think about historical and contemporary 

foreign policy, or about anything you can change 

in your own lifestyle? 

• The film’s special effects draw the viewer into a 

world full of fabulous plant and animal life. We 

experience with Jake Sully the wonderment of 

being in this new world. How we can learn to look 

at the wonderful world in which we live with fresh 

eyes? 
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